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Gus is twenty years old and his life was just beginning even though he had a long start by reason of experience and there was also the remote possibility of the crown of Sweden in his sights! This is the third book in the series from exciting author Stan Mason.
The London Journal
Containing The Life of Muhammad the Apostle of Allah
Punch
In Her Eyes
A Popular Journal of General Literature, Science and Politics
Consumed by grief, Nora finds herself alone in the world with no one to help her through such a dark time. She finds herself remembering her life as it slowly passes her by while she sits in prison waiting to meet her fate. Can she fight her demons and face the truth? Or will she lie until she dies?
Fraser's Magazine for Town and Country
Chambers's Journal
Dalziel's Illustrated Arabian Nights' Entertainments
Michigan Farmer
And Weekly Record of Literature, Science, and Art

Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship, a Novel by Goethe. This book is a reproduction of the original book published in 1855 and may have some imperfections such as marks or hand-written notes.
A Reply to Tell Him I Love Him Yet
The Water Hole
A Miscellany of Useful, Instructive & Entertaining Local and General Information
The Crime of the Opera House
The Friend

Mary Shane comes home from school one day to find her mother beaten to unconsciousness, this leads her on a perilous journey to find her father, the man that has spent her entire life on the run, always nothing more than a shadow. She must play his deadly game, become the very darkness he hides in, if she ever wants
to have a chance at the love she found and the normal life she used to take for granted. As Mary Shane makes her way into the deadly world her father lives in, a world where people have seemingly magical powers and always seem to be one step ahead of you, she discovers that maybe his frequent disappearances and
constant paranoia were justified. She finds herself forced to make dangerous decisions and do things she never in her worst nightmare had to face. With the government chasing her every footstep, she must find her father before they do if she ever hopes to survive this wild ride and earn the right to live. She
discovers that everything she\'s ever experienced is because of her father and as she begins to put the pieces together she wonders if there is more to this story than anyone else knows.
Daily Report
The Spectator
Munsey's Magazine
Chamber's Journal of Popular Literature, Science and Arts
Containing a Record of the Human Race from the Earliest Historical Period to the Present Time; Embracing a General Survey of the Progress of Mankind in National and Social Life, Civil Government, Religion, Literature, Science and Art
A life full of shattered hopes... Brenda O'Donnell is turned out by her family when she finds herself pregnant at sixteen. Widowed Sid Rawlins, the rag-and-bone man, says she can come and live with him and he will give her child a name in return for her running his home and looking after his children. Despite the gossip a desperate Brenda has little choice but to accept.
Life isn't easy for Brenda and little Ruby but they try make the best of things. Until Brenda falls in love with Sid's eldest son, Danny, and their affair causes trouble within the family. And when Sid dies and leaves the business to his cousin, Charlie, life becomes even harder for Brenda as she faces the threat of losing everything she holds dear...
McClure's Magazine
A Religious and Literary Journal
Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship, a Novel
Appleton's Magazine
Once a Week

It would seem that the end of every war has been followed in the United States by social and moral changes, mostly for the worse. Zane Grey certainly felt that way about the effects of the Great War, and to show these changes and how to cope with them became the impulse behind what he called The Water Hole. However, before magazine publication, changes were made in his text, including the names of all the characters.
Fortunately Grey's original handwritten manuscript has survived, so now this story can be told with his characters named and presented as he intended them to be. In 1925 widowed businessman Elijah Winters brings his daughter, Cherry, from Long Island to stay at a trading post in a remote area some distance from Flagstaff, Arizona. Removed from the country clubs and speakeasies, Cherry is at first bored with simple ranch
life, and to entertain herself she flirts with several of the cowboys, not realizing they are very different from the young men she knew back east. Also very different is Stephen Heftral, a young archaeologist who is searching for an ancient and lost kiva of a primitive Indian tribe that disappeared centuries before in what became the land of the Navajos. Heftral believes that this lost kiva is most probably in a desert fastness called
Beckyshibeta, the Navajo word for water hole. Elijah colludes with Heftral to awaken Cherry to a new and healthier way of life by taking her, by force if necessary, to the site. Cherry resents being kidnapped but comes to forget the luxury of her past in the beauty and dangers of the canyons-and in the thrill of making an important archaeological discovery.
The Shade of Night
Tell Her She Haunts Me Yet
The Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine
Proceedings
The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science, and Art
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